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ABSTRACT: Antibacterial agents that exploit new targets will be
required to combat the perpetual rise of bacterial resistance to
current antibiotics. We are exploring the inhibition of histidine
kinases, constituents of two-component systems. Two-component
systems are the primary signaling pathways that bacteria utilize to
respond to their environment. They are ubiquitous in bacteria and
trigger various pathogenic mechanisms. To attenuate these signaling pathways, we sought to broadly target the histidine kinase
family by focusing on their highly conserved ATP-binding domain. Development of a fluorescence polarization displacement
assay facilitated high-throughput screening of ∼53 000 diverse small molecules for binding to the ATP-binding pocket. Of these
compounds, nine inhibited the catalytic activity of two or more histidine kinases. These scaffolds could provide valuable starting
points for the design of broadly effective HK inhibitors, global reduction of bacterial signaling, and ultimately, a class of
antibiotics that function by a new mechanism of action.

Alarming levels of antibiotic resistance and the dearth of
new drugs to treat bacterial infections1,2 have created an

immense public health threat with concerns that a postanti-
biotic era is imminent. The void in introduction of new
antibiotic classes for nearly three decades2,3 has fueled the
search for molecules that can impair bacteria by nontraditional
mechanisms.3,4 We have focused our efforts on two-component
system-mediated cell signaling. The prototypical two-compo-
nent system (TCS) is composed of a cognate pair of proteins: a
membrane-bound histidine kinase (HK) and a response
regulator (RR) localized in the cytoplasm. Activated by
extracellular signals, the HK autophosphorylates with the γ-
phosphate of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) on a conserved
histidine residue. The phosphate group is subsequently
transferred to the RR, which is typically a transcription factor
that alters gene expression (Figure 1a).5,6 In this way, signals
that activate the HK are propagated via phosphorylation to
elicit intracellular responses.
TCS proteins are attractive drug targets. Absent from human

biology,7 TCSs are ubiquitous in the bacterial world, including
Gram-positive, Gram-negative,6 and mycobacterial species.8

Significantly, TCSs are widely implicated in survival roles and
pathogenic mechanisms, such as nutrient acquisition, spor-
ulation, biofilm formation, and antibiotic resistance.9,10 Early
efforts to discover TCS inhibitors in the late 1990s were
hindered by the identification of nonspecific molecules.11

Recently, a handful of promising new compounds has
emerged.12 Many efforts have targeted variable regions of
TCS proteins to exclusively inhibit a single pathway. Instead,
we sought to target a domain of high conservation such that
one molecule might simultaneously inhibit multiple TCSs per

organism and globally reduce TCS-mediated signaling.13

Studies have confirmed the attenuation of infections when
single TCSs are mutated.8,14,15 Accordingly, we hypothesize
that the inhibition of several would incur greater damage to
bacteria, especially as more evidence emerges that some TCSs
are intimately coupled.16,17

To identify molecules with broad anti-HK activity, we
targeted the ATP-binding domain that is characterized by the
Bergerat fold, a sandwich of α helices in one layer and mixed β
strands in another, along with a discrete and flexible ATP
lid.18−20 Not found in other kinases or the small number of
mammalian HKs, the Bergerat fold confers a point of selectively
among abundant eukaryotic proteins. Within the ATP-binding
domain, homology boxes (G1-, G2-, G3-, F-, and N-boxes)
recognize and participate in specific interactions with the
nucleotide (Figure 1b). For example, an invariant Asp in the
G1-box forms a salt bridge with the N6 exocyclic amino group
of ATP; the G1-, F-, and G3-boxes position adenosine; and the
N-box contains polar residues that coordinate the phosphate
groups and chelate a Mg2+ ion.18,19,21,22 Small molecules
exploiting the same conserved residues that bind ATP may
enable the targeting of multiple HKs (Figure 1c).13 In silico
screens targeting the ATP-binding domain from a specific HK
have led to the identification of molecules that inhibited these
proteins in vitro, possessed antibacterial activity,23,24 and in
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several cases, they showed promise in animal infection
models.25−27 Examples of ATP-competitive compounds that
more broadly affect HKs have also been reported. Walkmycin C
inhibited three purified HKs and repressed pathogenic
phenotypes in Streptococcus mutans,28 and TEP (3,6-diamino-
5-cyano-4-phenylthieno[2,3-b]pyridine-2-carboxylic acid (4-
bromo-phenyl)-amide) deactivated four HK proteins with
fifty-percent inhibitory concentrations (IC50 values) in the
low micromolar range.29 Given the success of these recent
studies and the postulation that multitargeted approaches may
deter the rapid acquisition of resistance,2,29 we sought to further
investigate this strategy.
Here, we report HK inhibitors identified with a high-

throughput in vitro assay designed to elucidate binding of small
molecules to the conserved ATP-binding domain. Hits were
assessed for the enzymatic inhibition of three HKs, and select
compounds found to inactivate at least two of these proteins
were subjected to cell-based assays. The three HKs were chosen
to be representative of the 11 subfamilies of HKs. Class 1
comprises the majority of HKs, and members of this group
possess all the homology boxes used to describe conservation
across the HK superfamily.30,31 As such, we selected two class-1
HKs and an extensively studied member of class 9. Assay
development and screening employed HK853 (Thermotoga
maritima), a class-1 HK that can readily be produced in
sufficient quantities for a large screen and is stable and active
over extended periods.32−35 Subsequent secondary screening
included VicK and CheA.36,37 VicK (Streptococcus pneumoniae;
homologous to WalK or YycG) is a class-1 HK and comprises
an essential TCS in low-GC Gram-positive bacteria. For its
TCS essentiality and implications in peptidoglycan synthesis,
VicK alone has been considered an antibacterial target.30,38,39

The chemotactic HK, CheA (Escherichia coli; class 9), was
included due to the distinct organization of its domains and the
prevalence of this protein in TCS literature.30 While many of
CheA’s ATP-binding residues are conserved in regards to the
HK superfamily, enough variation exists to make CheA unique
(e.g., N- and F-boxes; Supporting Information Figure 1).30,40

Thus, molecules capable of inhibiting two or three of these
proteins, nine of which were identified in this work, are likely to
be general scaffolds useful for the development of wide-scale
HKs inhibitors in numerous bacterial species.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Development of Fluorescence Polarization Assay.
Although previous in silico screens targeted the conserved
ATP-binding pocket, follow-up experiments only characterized
inhibition of one HK.23,24,27 Conversely, studies that identified
molecules with inhibitory activity against multiple HKs used
methods (i.e., differential growth assays, phosphorylation) that
did not explicitly elucidate that nucleotide binding to the ATP-
binding domain was disrupted.28,29 Therefore, we pursued the
development of a straightforward assay that would indicate
binding of small molecules in the active site of HK853, with the
ultimate goal of validating the identified leads with multiple
HKs. We sought to generate a fluorescence polarization (FP)
assay as these are readily translated into high-throughput
format (Figure 2a). Thus, we synthesized a fluorescent,
nonhydrolyzable adenosine diphosphate (ADP) probe, ADP-
BODIPY (1) (Figure 2b), which was competitive with the
activity-based probe BODIPY-FL-ATPγS (B-ATPγS; Support-
ing Information Figure 2).34 The Kd 6.79 ± 0.11 μM for the
HK−probe complex is in range with reported HK−ATP affinity
values of low to midmicromolar (Figure 2c).34,41,42 Optimized

Figure 1. Prototypical TCS and its conservation exploited for inhibition. (a) An extracellular signal activates the HK, inducing autophosphorylation
and subsequent phosphoryl transfer to the RR to instigate a cellular response. (b) Shading illustrates homology boxes and conservation in the HK
ATP-binding domain of HK853 (T. maritima) bound to ADP (PDB 3DGE). N-, G1-, F-, G2-, and G3-boxes are shown in yellow, orange, purple,
green, and pink, respectively. An ATP lid connecting the F- and G2-boxes is transparently shaded gray, and examples of residues involved in
nucleotide binding are shown in stick form. (c) By targeting a highly conserved domain, our objective is to identify molecules that inhibit multiple
HKs in various bacterial organisms by cutting off phosphorylation cascades and reducing signaling.

Figure 2. FP assay. (a) Displacement assay designed to identify compounds that specifically affect binding of native substrate to the conserved ATP-
binding domain. (b) FP probe, ADP-BODIPY (1), used in screening. (c) Binding curve for 0−200 μM HK853 with 10 nM (1) (Kd = 6.79 ± 0.11
μM). (d) Competition of 25 μM HK853 and 10 nM (1) with 0−1000 μM nucleotides.
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concentrations of individual components were determined to
be 10 nM ADP-BODIPY (1) for minimal FP variation
(Supporting Informaiton Figure 3) and 25 μM HK853 to
achieve 80% probe binding, providing an ample window of
signal to monitor probe displacement (Supporting Information
Figure 4). Using these conditions, the displacement of ADP-
BODIPY (1) was visualized as a dose-dependent decrease in
FP, as illustrated in competition assays with nucleotides ATP
(2), ADP (3), and nonhydrolyzable analogue AMP-PNP (4)
(Figure 2d). The IC50 values were determined to be 23.0 ± 1.1
μM, 27.7 ± 0.9 μM, and 38.1 ± 1.4 μM, respectively. In
addition, the assay was tolerant to both Triton X-100
(Supporting Information Figure 5) and dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO; Supporting Information Figure 6), both of which
were important for compound solubility in screening.
High-Throughput Primary Screening of 53 311 Com-

pounds. A pilot screen containing 3391 known bioactive

molecules was performed in 384-well plate format. Hit rates
were 4−11% for individual collections in the pilot screen, and
the assay’s excellent performance in 384-well plates (Z′ = 0.85)
prompted further miniaturization to 1536-well plates (Z′ =
0.73). This format was used to screen a total of 49 920 diverse
and target-based small molecules, resulting in 206 hit
compounds (0.41% hit rate) that were confirmed by examining
autofluorescence, ADP-BODIPY (1) quenching, reproducibil-
ity, and dose−response activity. Ultimately, 115 compounds
were purchased for secondary screening.

Aggregation Analysis of 115 Compounds. One of the
largest setbacks in previous HK inhibitor initiatives was the
discovery of molecules that inhibited by aggregation.11 Due to
the hydrophobic nature of many of the molecules, all 115
compounds were screened for their propensity to aggregate
HK853 under nondenaturing conditions by native polyacryla-
mide gel electrophoresis (native-PAGE) and silver staining.

Figure 3. Lead compounds with adenine core inhibit HK853, VicK, and CheA. (a) Molecules 5, 6, 7, 8 vary by modifications to the exocyclic, N6-
amine of adenine. (b) Inhibition of HK853, VicK, and CheA with phosphate-containing ADP (3) and AMP (9). (c) Comparison of purine-
containing compounds for HK853 inhibition.

Table 1. In Vitro Inhibition of Three HKs by Leads and Related Compounds

IC50 values (μM)a (95% confidence interval), n = 2

compd. HK853 VicK CheA

ADP (3) 2.57 (2.30−2.87) 4.81 (3.96−5.85) 21.5 (17.7−26.1)
5 49.6 (37.5−65.6) 372 (306−453)b 268 (180−399)b

6 95.3 (69.0−131.5) 1190 (1050−1350)b 709 (655−768)b

7 145 (82−254) 1310 (875−1960)b 478 (399−572)b

8 131 (111−154)b 367 (328−410)b 413 (353−483)b

AMP (9)c 1030 (830−1270) 7150 (4820−10600) 7640 (6230−9360)
adenine (10) 463 (279−767)b d d

11 1.21 (1.03−1.42) 75.0 (69.9−80.5)b e

12 7.15 (6.73−7.59) 618 (517−740)b 1340 (1120−1600)b

13 28.4 (24.4−33.2)b 171 (127−230)b e

14 3.25 (2.59−4.06) 26.4 (21.1−33.0) e

15 15.1 (10.5−21.8) 216 (133−353) 111 (84−146)
aConcentration at which phosphorylation decreased by 50% in competition assays according to eq 1. bDose−response curve did not plateau at
complete inhibition; IC50 was estimated by constraining bottom of curve to 0% activity. cAMP was tested at higher concentrations to reach complete
inhibition as it was not restricted by % DMSO. dNot tested. eNo inhibition observed.
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Disappearance of the dimeric HK853 gel band was indicative of
higher-ordered oligomers, establishing a “cut-off” concentration
for each compound (Supporting Information Figures 7 and 8).
Screening of Three Proteins for Inhibition of

Autophosphorylation. All 115 compounds were tested at
subaggregatory concentrations for the dose-dependent inhib-
ition of three proteinsHK853, Vick, and CheAto identify
small molecules that target multiple HKs. Since the HTS
measured binding, demonstrating the inhibition of autophos-
phorylation was essential. To attain appropriate signal windows
for quantitating dose-dependent inhibition, HK853 activity was
measured using B-ATPγS34 and VicK and CheA with ATP
[γ-33P]. Based on HK853 % inhibition (half-maximal and total),
69 compounds were further evaluated for VicK inhibition, of
which 28 were finally tested with CheA. Nine of the original
115 follow-up compounds were chosen as leads, six that
inhibited all three HKs and three that inhibited both HK853
and VicK, all representing promising scaffolds for general HK
inhibitors.
Lead Compounds Containing Adenine Scaffold. Four

of the identified lead compounds (5, 6, 7, 8; Supporting
Information Figures 9−12) active against all three HKs share an
adenine core (Figure 3a). It is not surprising that molecules
mirroring the native substrate would inhibit an ATP-binding
enzyme. However, their activity is curious when compared to
the nucleotides ADP (3) and adenosine monophosphate
(AMP) (9) (Figure 3b; Supporting Information Figures 13−
14). The presence of the β-phosphate on ADP (3) results in
more than 300-fold increased potency over AMP (9) (Table 1).
However, the lead compoundsvoid of phosphates and the
ribose ring altogetherare more potent than AMP. An overlay
of the HK853 dose−response curves (DRCs) illustrates this
well, where the DRCs for lead compounds 5−8 fall between
those of ADP (3) and AMP (9) (Figure 3c). Additionally,
adenine’s exocyclic primary amine is a key interaction for
nucleotide binding in the HK active site through formation of a
salt bridge with the invariant Asp in the G1-box (Figure 1b,
orange).35 Not only do the lead compounds lack the
phosphates, but they are also modified at the amino position,
which could affect Asp binding and increase steric hindrance.
When we compared the inhibitory activity of the leads to
adenine (10) (Supporting Information Figure 15), which
contains the native N6 primary amine but similarly lacks the
ribose ring and phosphates, we found that the lead compounds
with larger N6 modifications were unexpectedly more effective
at inhibiting HK853. Together, the comparison of DRCs for
purine-like leads suggests that 5−8 may bind the ATP-binding
pocket in a different orientation than adenine and that the
enzymes are highly discerning about what moieties can be
added at this position as a large number of related molecules
did not inhibit multiple HKs (Supporting Information Table 1,
compounds S4, S27−38).
Lead Compounds with Diverse Structures. The

remaining leads possess diverse structural features. Compounds
11, 13, and 14 were active against HK853 and VicK, and 12
and 15 were also active against CheA (Figure 4a; Supporting
Information Figures 16−20). Moreover, potency of 11−15 is
greater than the adenine-like leads, with HK853 inhibition
more closely reflecting that of ADP (Figure 4b, Table 1). To
confirm 11−15 were not inhibiting nonspecifically by forming
colloidal aggregates,43 dose-inhibition assays were repeated with
HK853 in the presence of a high concentration of bovine serum
albumin (BSA) (Supporting Information Figure 21).

As HK853 and VicK are from the largest class of HKs,
compounds inhibiting two of our test HKs hold promise for
inhibiting a large subset of bacterial HKs. An amino-
benzothiazole scaffold is present in both leads 11 and 12
with the former appearing “dual-headed,” containing two of
these components. Interestingly, 11 exhibited increased
potency in comparison to 12 in the HK inhibition assays,
perhaps suggesting that the aminobenzothiazole scaffold could
be important in the development of HK inhibitors. Thirteen
compounds containing an aminobenzothiazole were found to
only inhibit one of the three targeted proteins and will provide
important information for future design of global HK inhibitors
(Supporting Information Table 1, compounds S1−3, S5−8,
S12−14, S44−46). Compounds 11−14 all possess a nitrogen-
containing functionality with the potential to interact with polar
residues in the active site. We previously reported that
molecules containing a guanidine moiety bind to this site,

Figure 4. Lead compounds with diverse structures inhibit HK
proteins. (a) DRCs for leads 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 with HK853,
VicK, and CheA. (b) Comparison of leads with ADP (3) for HK853
inhibition.
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participating in critical interactions with the invariant Asp deep
in the pocket, a group that could potentially also be accessed by
11−14.35 Related compounds that were less active against VicK
were devoid of such a group (Supporting Information Table 1,
compounds S16, S44−47, S54−64).
Compounds 11, 13, and 14 (exact structures) have no

previously reported bioactivity. However, 12 and 15 are the
known bioactive compounds riluzole and luteolin, respectively.
Riluzole (12) is used in the treatment of amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS),44 and luteolin (15) is a flavonoid with a range
of proposed mechanisms, including antioxidant and anti-
inflammatory activity.45 Using standard broth microdilution
assays, 11 and 12 inhibited the growth of Bacillus subtilis 3610,
a Gram-positive wild-type strain, and E. coli DC2, a
hypersensitive Gram-negative strain (Table 2; Supporting

Information Figures 22−24).46 Unfortunately, when the
compounds were subsequently assessed for toxicity against
Vero 76 cells (African green monkey epithelial cells), these
compounds were cytotoxic at the concentrations they exhibited
antibacterial effects (Supporting Information Figure 25).
Luteolin, 15, was one of the two compounds that did not
contain an adenine core that inhibited all three HKs in our
follow-up assays. This molecule inhibited the growth of E. coli
DC2 without cytotoxicity to Vero 76 cells (Table 2; Supporting
Information Figure 25). Lead 15 is structurally similar to the
flavonoid genistein that was previously reported to inhibit a
yeast HK.47 Genistein, too, was a hit in our HTS but only
showed slight inhibition of HK853 activity in follow-up assays
(Supporting Information Table 1, S20 along with related
analogs S21 and S26). Although inhibition of several other
targets by 15 (PubChem database) suggests that it may not
provide selective inhibition of HKs, it would still be valuable to
understand its mechanism of binding in the ATP-binding
pocket of HKs since it inhibited all three of our tested proteins.

The Bergerat fold in the ATP-binding domain of HKs is not
present in the abundant Ser/Thr and Tyr kinases, providing a
specific kinase target within a human host. However, the GHKL
protein class (DNA gyrase, heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90),
HKs, and MutL), in conjunction with mitochondrial proteins
pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase and branched-chain α-ketoacid
dehydrogenase kinase, all share the Bergerat fold.13,18,19 Indeed,
a survey of the literature reveals similarities between our lead
compounds and those being used to inhibit GHL proteins. For
example, the purine-like nature of lead 11 mirrors that of
Hsp90 inhibitors Debio 0932 and PU-H71 (Supporting
Information Figure 26a).48 Co-crystal structures of Hsp90
with PU-H7149 and a triazoloquinazoline50 illustrated that
similar exocyclic amino groups bind to the conserved Asp, again
indicating the importance of this residue. Furthermore, the
aminothiazole of 11 and 12, the urea of 13, and the
aminotriazole of 14 are consistent components of GHL
inhibitory compounds, and several also appear in other HK
studies (Supporting Information Figure 26b).23,27,48,50−53

Evidence of these successes in proteins with similar ATP-
binding domains validate the scaffolds identified in our studies
and will provide guidance in future inhibitor development.
Eventually, the challenge of achieving selectivity for HKs

among the GHKL proteins will need to be addressed. However,
precedence for this has already been reported. Tso et al.
analyzed the structure−activity relationship (SAR) of a known
Hsp90 inhibitor and effectively shifted its specificity from
Hsp90 to pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase.54 Additionally, study
of four Hsp90 inhibitors for binding to the PhoQ (an HK)
ATP-binding domain resulted in only one that bound, radicicol,
but with >30-fold difference in selectivity between Hsp90 and
PhoQ.19 A perusal of compounds included in our HTS revealed
that the Hsp90 inhibitors geldanamyin, 17-AAG, and radicicol
were included in the primary screening but failed to displace
ADP-BODIPY (1). These examples and knowledge of residue-
specific variations between the GHKL proteins will facilitate the
tuning of HK specificity in future inhibitor development.13 Our
preliminary cytotoxicity screen alerts us to the need for the
careful monitoring of toxic effects. Optimistically, the use of
SAR to reduce toxicity has been accomplished through
optimization of thiazolidione molecules targeting YycG.27 In
addition, compounds with similar structures to our leads
provide initial SAR for future lead optimization (Supporting
Information Table 1).

Conclusions. Our chief objective was to identify scaffolds
and compounds that generally target the conserved ATP-
binding domain of HKs. In this paper, we have described the
development and execution of a HTS using an FP displacement
assay to elucidate binding to the active site. Follow-up studies
guided us to nine compounds that inhibit multiple HKs. Four
leads containing an adenine scaffold may have implications for
targetable inhibitor space in the ATP-binding pocket as they
bind with similar or better potency than nucleotides featuring
the native phosphate and exocyclic amine. The other five
molecules possess distinct structures with greater potency.
While the most potent compounds also demonstrated
cytotoxicity, they expand our knowledge of small-molecule
inhibition of HKs. Excitingly, leads were effective in multiple
proteins, two of which comprise a large division of the HK
superfamily and are a significant advancement toward general
HK inhibition. The proposal for a multitargeted, TCS-mediated
antibiotic may find inspiration from these molecules to facilitate

Table 2. Whole-Cell Biological Assessment of Lead
Compoundsa

MIC valuesb (μg mL−1), n = 2
CC50

c (μg mL−1),
n = 2

compd. E. coli DC2
B. subtilis
3610 Vero 76 Cells

DMSO 10−20% (v/v) 20% (v/v) >0.5% (v/v)
ampicillin 0.25 d d

chloramphenicol 0.5−1 2−4 d

penicillin d ≤0.06−0.5 d

vancomycin d 0.5 d

11 32−64 49−64 42
12 128 293e 58
13 >128 >128 >128
14 >128 >128 >128 (16)f

15 8 >128 >128
aSee Supporting Information for plate pictures and additional controls.
bLowest concentration that inhibited visible growth as observed with
the unaided eye. cConcentration at which cell viability was decreased
by 50%. Final concentration of DMSO ≤ 0.5% (v/v). dNot tested. e12
was tested at higher concentrations because of its structural similarity
to 11, which inhibited growth. fAn insufficient quantity of molecule 14
was available for these experiments. A similar compound (16; missing
a methoxy group) was examined to provide preliminary information
about the potential toxicity of this scaffold (Supporting Information
Figure 25).
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progress in the development of antibacterials with a novel
mechanism of action.

■ METHODS
General methods, protein overexpression and purification, ADP-
BODIPY synthesis, FP assay optimization, high-throughput screening
details, cytotoxicity screening, and further experimental details are
described in the Supporting Information.
Reaction Buffer. Used in all assays, the reaction buffer was

composed of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8, 200 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2.
Data Analysis. Integrated density measurements of in-gel

fluorescence and phosphorescence were performed in ImageJ.55 Data
were prepared and analyzed in GraphPad Prism (version 6.0 for Mac,
GraphPad Software, San Diego, California, U.S.A., www.graphpad.
com). For all DRCs (control FP competition and activity assays), data
were fit to a four-parameter logistic equation,

= +
−

+ − *y Bottom
(Top Bottom)

1 10 x((log IC ) HillSlope)50 (1)

where y is the response, Bottom and Top are plateaus in the units of
the y-axis, x is the log of the molar concentration of inhibitor,
HillSlope is the slope of the curve, and IC50 is the concentration of
compound required for 50% inhibition (a response half way between
Bottom and Top).
Some compounds exhibited incomplete DRCs because going to

higher concentrations would increase DMSO or aggregation. Visually,
this meant there was no curve plateau for the “Bottom” value.
However, IC50 values were desirable for purposes of comparison to
other compounds. As a result, IC50 values were estimated by
constraining the bottom of the curve to “0.”
For all plotted data (i.e., FP graphs, DRCs, and bar graphs),

including that in the Supporting Information, error bars represent
standard deviations from the number of trials indicated in the figures.
ADP-BODIPY-HK853 Binding. HK853 was concentrated, ex-

changed into the reaction buffer, and filtered (0.22 μM). The
concentration was determined using a Nanodrop Spectrophotometer.
In 96-well, polystyrene, flat-bottom, nonbinding, black plates (Greiner
Bio-One), 0−200 μM HK853 was mixed with 10 nM ADP-BODIPY
(1) to a final volume of 50 μL in reaction buffer. Analogous assays
were set up with only HK853 to assess background and others with a
saturating concentration of 5 mM ADP for the displacement of all
ADP-BODIPY (1) from the active site to determine nonspecific FP.56

Plates were shaken for 5 min and incubated at room temperature (RT)
for 25 min. Parallel and perpendicular fluorescence intensities (FIs)
were read at RT on a BioTek Synergy H1Microplate Reader. An
excitation filter of 485/20 nm and an emission filter of 528/20 nm
were used for the detection of BODIPY fluorescence. Intensities from
protein alone (no ADP-BODIPY (1)) were subtracted out as
background. FP values were calculated using

=
− ×
+ ×

⊥

⊥

I I G

I I G
FP

( )

( ) (2)

where I∥ and I⊥ are parallel and perpendicular FIs from the microplate
reader, respectively, and G is the G-factor,57 which was 0.87. Wells
containing saturating ADP concentrations were used to determine FP
due to nonspecific binding of ADP-BODIPY (1) to HK853, and thus
specific binding by subtracting these values from the total measured
FP.56 All assays were performed in triplicate, and average FP values
were plotted in GraphPad Prism. The concentration of HK853 was
high enough to ensure minimal depletion after ADP-BODIPY (1)
binding, and data were fit to a single-site binding model for
determination of the equilibrium dissociation constant, or Kd
value.56 The fraction of ADP-BODIPY (1) bound as HK853 increased
was calculated to determine the HK853 concentration at which >80%
of the probe was bound.56,57

Control FP Competition Assays. Control DRCs were performed
with the nucleotides ATP, ADP, and AMP-PNP. In 96-well plates, 25
μM HK853 was mixed with 10 nM ADP-BODIPY (1) and 0−1000

μM competing nucleotide, >100-fold higher than the Kd.
56 To mimic

potential HTS conditions, 5% (v/v) DMSO was also added to wells.
Assays and FP readings were performed in triplicate as above, and
average FP values were plotted in GraphPad Prism with respect to the
log of the molar concentration of competitor. IC50 values were
determined using eq 1.

HK853 Aggregation Analysis. To analyze the propensity for test
compounds to cause aggregation, each was mixed at eight
concentrations (0−1250 μM) with purified 0.44 μM HK853 in 25
μL of 20 mM HEPES buffer (5% (v/v) DMSO final). After incubating
at RT for 30 min, 8.6 μL native-PAGE sample loading buffer was
added, and 15 μL was loaded onto a 7.5% polyacrylamide gel (160 ng
HK853 per lane). Proteins were resolved by native-PAGE and silver
staining. Compound-induced aggregation was detected by the
disappearance of the dimeric HK853 band. NH125 was used as a
positive aggregation control.35

Inhibition of HK853 Activity. B-ATPγS competition screening
with all 115 compounds was performed at concentrations that did not
cause aggregation.34 Triton X-100 was premixed with reaction buffer
to yield 0.1% (v/v) in final 25-μL reactions. In reaction buffer, 0.46
μM HK853 was preincubated with test compounds in 24 μL for 30
min. The addition of 1 μL B-ATPγS brought the final 25-μL reactions
to 0.44 μM HK853 and 2 μM B-ATPγS in the presence of competitors
and 5% DMSO. Samples were mixed and incubated in the dark at RT
for 1 h before quenching with 8.6 μL 2× SDS-PAGE sample loading
buffer and loading 10 μL on a 10% stacking gel. After SDS-PAGE, in-
gel fluorescence detection elucidated HK853 activity, and silver
staining of the gels ensured even protein loading. Integrated density
values of the fluorescent gel bands were normalized as “% Activity”
with respect to a control that contained no inhibitor. Data were
plotted in GraphPad Prism with relation to the log of molar inhibitor
to determine IC50 values (eq 1).

Inhibition of VicK Activity. Sixty-nine compounds were tested for
inhibition of VicK in competitive ATP [γ-33P] assays. VicK was
preincubated with test compounds in 8 μL for 30 min at RT. Then, 2
μL of a radioactive ATP mix was added. The final 10-μL reactions
contained 2 μM VicK, 3 μM ATP (20 Ci mmol−1), test compounds
(5% DMSO), and 0.1% Triton X-100 (premixed in reaction buffer).
Reactions were incubated for 30 min at RT and quenched with 10 μL
2× SDS-PAGE sample loading buffer prior to loading onto 10%
stacking gels. Integrated density values of the radioactive gel bands
were normalized as “% Activity” with respect to a control that
contained no inhibitor. Data were plotted in GraphPad Prism with
relation to the log of molar inhibitor to determine IC50 values (eq 1).

Inhibition of CheA Activity. Twenty-eight compounds were
pursued for inhibition of CheA by competitive ATP [γ-33P] assays,
which were the same as for VicK except a mixture of 2 μM CheA and 6
μM CheW was used.

Antimicrobial Testing. Using standard broth microdilution
assays,58,59 leads 11−15 were assessed for antimicrobial activity. In
96-well, round-bottom microtiter plates, serial dilutions of leads in
sterile Mueller-Hinton Broth (MHB) 2 were inoculated with 5 × 105

cfu mL−1 E. coli DC2 or B. subtilis 3610. Wells contained ≤5% DMSO.
Each plate included growth controls, sterility controls, DMSO
controls, and controls with known antibiotics. At the time of the
assay, dilutions of the growth controls were plated on MHB 2 agar to
confirm that the correct number of colony-forming units were used.
Agar and microtiter plates were incubated for 20 h at 37 °C. The
minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) was concluded as the lowest
concentration of compound that inhibited growth as observed with the
unaided eye.
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